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JUNE

A search team seeking a successor to NAB President Vince Waiselwski interviews Don Thurlson, John Summers, Tom Sawyer, Howard Bell, Bob Wells and Rep. Marc Marks... The Supreme Court refuses to hear an appeal from disappointed challengers who wanted a crack at RKO's New York and Los Angeles TV stations... Telecommunications Subcommittee member Ron Motl loses his primary in Ohio... Despite earlier statements of support, President Reagan ducks a question on free speech for broadcasters in a meeting with the NAB Board... It becomes clear that performance royalty legislation in Congress is dead for 1982.

The Commission proposes making it easier for stations to adopt dual-city ID's... Saying more technical studies are needed, an industry group seeks to delay any FCC decision on Docko-90, which could sharply increase the number of FM stations... NPR enters a business venture to use satellites and affiliated subcarriers for a national paging service... Incumbent licenses get a boost when an appeals court rules they're entitled to "renewal expectancy" for doing a good job... NAB reaches a voluntary settlement with the Justice Department to stop enforcing the parts of its ad code which have been declared unconstitutional... WIOO/Carlstle, PA loses its license renewal battle to a challenger.

JULY

The FCC proposes a long-awaited package of steps to help daytime stations... Ignoring White House pleas, the Senate votes to cut the FCC from seven to five members next year... The American Bar Association drops its 45-year opposition to microphones and cameras in courtrooms... President Reagan gets his $90 billion tax bill through Congress with the help of a radio blitz by the Republican National Committee... Opening up FM subcarriers to a host of non-broadcast uses is proposed by the Commission, which also seeks comments on abolishing operating and maintenance logs... Thirty-six congressmen express their opposition to broadcast liquor ads... Makers of auto products testify on Capitol Hill that home taping royalty on blank tape would be an unfair "bailout" of the record industry... Congress always lotteries for awarding licenses of new facilities... Amid Democratic protests, President Reagan launches a new radio series for the fall.

AUGUST

WOJO/Chicago wins a tough renewal fight against a competing applicant... Every commercial radio and television station is sent a form asking for voluntary rep- porting of 1981 revenue figures... Congress overrides President Reagan's veto of a spending bill by a single vote, ending the threat of an FCC shutdown due to lack of funding... CODART, NPR's newest business venture, will let consumers purchase music with automatic home taping devices that work at night... The FCC votes to combine the Broadcast and Com- munications Bureaus into a new Mass Media Bureau regulating all audio and video services... The former facilities of WNJW/Newark are awarded to Sound, Inc... Commissioner Ann Jones announces she's a "born again" supporter of EEO rules for broadcasters... The Faith Center Church loses the license of KHOF-FM/Los Angeles for failing to play by the rules in its renewal effort.

OCTOBER

The FCC Review Board upholds the license denial of KROQ/Los Angeles... Sen. Bob Packwood opens hearings on his constitutional amendment to give free speech to broadcasters... President Reagan ignores free speech issues and slams "hot buttons" news coverage in taped remarks to RTNDA's Las Vegas convention... Doubleday Broadcasting asks the FCC to allow groups to own 14 radio stations without regard to AM/FM distinctions... President Reagan uses a last-minute radio hook-up for a major announcement to the farm belt... FCC consideration of WVCA/Glocester, MA's license denial is turned down.

NOVEMBER

Ex-Complaints & Compliance Chief Art Glinsburg calls the FCC "weak sisters" after KFLZ/Bishop, TX is merely admonished for improper concert promotions... The industry's effort to collect revenue figures draws a poor 22% response from radio stations... FCC reporting conditions are imposed on WQCK/Manchester, GA... Daytime broadcaster ally Rep. Paul Findley is defeated... NAB's Medium Market Radio Committee votes to open a "dialogue" with NRRA with possible merger talks down the road... NRRA President Jim Kaplan is cool to idea... Following Futures Committee recommendation, NAB doubles its six-member lobbying staff.

DECEMBER
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